A vertical grating that sinusoidally reverses contrast can be synthesized from two identical component gratings that move with equal velocities in opposite directions (leftward and rightward). Such a counterphase grating is used as a suprathreshold masking pattern. When the mask is of low spatial frequency and is modulated rapidly, a test pattern consisting of an increment of the rightward component and an equivalent simultaneous decrement of the leftward component is highly detectable compared with simultaneous increments or decrements of both components. The visibility of the opponent-movement test signal is strongly facilitated by high-contrast masks. This facilitation is accompanied by a high sensitivity for judging the direction of motion of the test. These results show that certain detection mechanisms are highly sensitive to the difference of the rightward and leftward components. However, when the mask is of threshold contrast, the rightward-and leftward-moving test components appear to be detected independently. A high-contrast grating that rapidly moves in one direction strongly masks gratings moving in the same or opposite direction; this shows that moving patterns are not detected by unidirectional mechanisms when contrast is clearly suprathreshold. The results may be explained by a model with mechanisms that are excited by one direction of motion and inhibited by the opposite direction.
INTRODUCTION
To determine if humans have unidirectional visual mechanisms that respond to motion in one direction but not in the opposite, Levinson and Sekuler 1 measured threshold summation with moving gratings. The visibility of a grating moving in one direction was not affected by a grating of the same spatial and temporal frequency moving in the opposite direction, except through probability summation. A stationary grating flickering in counterphase (sinusoidally reversing contrast) had approximately twice the contrast threshold of a similar grating that moved in one direction at the same rate as that with which the counterphase grating reversed contrast. The counterphase grating can be decomposed analytically into two matching gratings that move in opposite directions at the same rate. The threshold measurements thus suggest that the visual system similarly decomposes the counterphase grating. The two moving components of the counterphase grating appear to be detected independently rather than summated to determine threshold. The detection mechanisms are thus selectively sensitive to motion in one of two opposite directions.
The independence, however, appears to break down at slow velocities. 2 , 3 For a low spatial frequency of 2 cycles/deg, there is little summation between oppositely moving patterns for a wide range of temporal frequencies . 3 This implies that the two patterns are detected independently. At a higher spatial frequency of 6 or 8 cycles/deg, there also is little summation at fast rates (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) Hz) but relatively strong summation at slow rates (1.5-4 Hz). 2 , 3 This strong summation shows that fine slow-moving patterns are not detected by highly direction-selective mechanisms.
Experiments on the identification of the direction of motion lead to similar conclusions. Watson et al. 3 and Mansfield and Nachmias 4 showed that observers could discriminate whether fast-moving patterns of low and high spatial frequency moved leftward or rightward at the threshold for detecting the presence of the patterns. Direction discrimination was much poorer for fine slow-moving patterns, even with retinal stabilization. 4 These studies show that patterns moving at relatively high velocity are detected by mechanisms that are largely sensitive to motion in one direction. At threshold levels these mechanisms appear to act as undirectional mechanisms that respond to motion in one direction but are unaffected by motion in the opposite direction. Thus a threshold grating moving in the opposite direction does not appear either to facilitate or to inhibit the response to the preferred direction of motion.
In this study we examine the behavior of these direction-selective mechanisms at a suprathreshold response level by employing a masking paradigm. For the first experiments, the mask was a counterphase flickering grating. The test signal was a variation in the relative strength of the rightwardand leftward-moving components of the mask. The purpose of the experiment was to determine whether there are mechanisms that are highly sensitive to the difference between rightward-and leftward-moving components. High sensitivity to such differential motion would indicate clearly that the detection mechanism is not unidirectional (as defined above), since opposite directions of motion affect the response.
In the second series of experiments, the mask was a grating that drifted in one direction. The test signal was a drifting grating that moved in the same direction as the mask or in the opposite direction. If there are unidirectional motion mechanisms that operate at suprathreshold contrast levels, then the test pattern that moves in the opposite direction will be unaffected by the mask.
THEORY
The luminance profile of a moving vertical sine-wave grating is represented by
where Lo is the mean luminance, m is the contrast of the grating, f is the spatial frequency in cycles per degree, x is the horizontal position of the grating in degrees, w is the rate of horizontal movement in hertz, and t is time. Two gratings of the same spatial frequency, moving at the same rate in opposite directions, are represented by
If the modulation of each grating is equal to m', a counterphase flickering grating is formed. This grating is a standing wave that does not drift in either direction but simply reverses contrast as a sinusoidal function of time; it can be represented by
The peak contrast of the counterphase grating is twice the contrast of the two moving components that compose the counterphase grating.
In the first experiments, the mask was a vertical counterphase grating consisting of identical leftward-and rightward-moving components. The test signals were equal simultaneous increments of both components (designated +R+L), a simultaneous decrement of both components (-R-L), or an increment of the right component and an equivalent simultaneous decrement of the left component (+R-L). Unidirectional mechanisms sensitive to rightward motion only will not respond to variations in the leftwardmoving component. Thus, if the detection mechanisms are unidirectional and equally sensitive to increments and decrements, all three test signals will be equally detectable.
The test signal was produced by adding a counterphase grating to the counterphase mask grating with the appropriate spatial and temporal phase. Consider the test signal +R-L. The test plus mask pattern can be represented by
The test signal produces an increment (+A) of the right component of the mask and an equal decrement (-A) of the left component. This expression can be rewritten as
in which m' = mright = mieft. The first part of the expression represents the counterphase mask grating; the second part, the test grating. Thus the test signal +R-L is simply a second counterphase grating that is identical in spatial and temporal frequency to the mask but shifted by 7r/2 rad in space and time. Two identical counterphase flickering gratings were produced with phase-locked function generators. The patterns were displayed with a phase difference of 7r/2 rad in space and time. The mask consisted of either one or both of these gratings, that is, either a counterphase flickering grating or a drifting grating (the sum of the two counterphase gratings). The same two signals from the function generators also went to a separate summing amplifier, an attenuator, and a phase shifter. These latter signals formed the test grating, which, like the mask, was a counterphase flickering grating or a drifting grating. When the mask was a single counterphase grating, the test was also a counterphase grating. The counterphase test was added to the counterphase mask to produce equal increments or decrements of right and left components (+R+L or -R-L) or an increment of the right component and a simultaneous equal decrement of the left component or vice versa (+R-L or -R+L). When the mask was a drifting grating, the test was also a drifting grating. For one experiment, the mask and the test moved with different velocities, and a synchroresolver was used to produce the test. 5 
B. Procedure and Definition of Masking
For each run a single mask was continuously presented at a constant contrast. The observer initially viewed the mask foi several minutes. A run of 100 trials was then conducted in which a single test signal was presented at four contrast levels (including blanks) with equal probability. The observer presented the test pattern for 1.0 sec (square envelope) by pressing a button while fixating a point in the center of the field. He then rated the visibility of the test pattern on a whole-number scale of 1-5 and was immediately informed what the contrast level had been. Receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) curves were fitted to the ratings by a maximum-likelihood estimation to determine the detectability d' of the different contrast test patterns. 6 7 Each estimate was based on several runs. The threshold was arbitrarily defined as the test contrast value that corresponded to d' = 1.0 on a line fit by least squares. This rather low d' value was used because many of the conditions did not include high d'
Masking is defined as the ratio of the contrast threshold with the mask to that without the mask, TITo. Thus a mask value greater than 1.0 indicates that the mask raises the threshold, whereas a value less than 1.0 indicates that the mask lowers the threshold.
The strength of the mask itself is expressed by the ratio MITo, where M is the mask contrast and To is the threshold contrast of the unmasked test (for d' = 1.0). The mask contrast is normalized by the test threshold, as the two patterns are similar.
RESULTS

A. Masking by Counterphase Gratings: Evidence for Differential Motion Mechanisms
In the first series of experiments the mask was a counterphase grating that was continuously presented. The test signal was presented for 1.0 sec and was (+R+L), (-R-L), or (+R-L).
Unidirectional mechanisms that respond to only rightward Table 1 . For example, consider results for observer JCM (second row from bottom). Figure 1 shows that the unmasked threshold To (corresponding to d' = 1.0) is -1.2% contrast (circles). Thus the strength of the mask, MITo, is 22 (third column in Table 1 ). The fourth column shows masking (TRL/To) of the differential (D) test signal +R-L. The threshold for this test signal is -0.45% contrast (Fig. 1,  squares) . Since the threshold is lower than on the blank field, the masking effect is less than 1.0; it is 0.40 (fourth column). The fifth column shows the masking of the test signals +R+L and -R-L that produces the same () increments or decrements of both the rightward and leftward components. The contrast threshold for these signals is -4.1% (Fig. 1, triangles) ; the masking effect is 3.5 (fifth column). The sixth column shows the ratio SID or the ratio of the masking effects in the fifth and fourth columns; in the presence of the mask, the threshold of the +R+L and -R-L tests are about 9 times higher than thtthreshold of the +R-L test. This SD ratio is about 16 for observer CFS. Observers are thus highly sensitive to the difference between the contrast of the rightward-and leftward-moving components. Unidirectional mechanisms clearly cannot account for these results. Movement Discrimination. Is this high sensitivity to the difference of rightward and leftward components accompanied by the perception of motion? The counterphase test grating was set to 1.3% contrast for observer CFS. A d' value of 0.23 + 0.14 was obtained when the pattern was presented on a blank field. Thus the pattern by itself was barely visible.
Next, the same test pattern was added to the 26% contrast horizontal separation between the curves in Fig. 2 .
The experiment was repeated with the mask reduced to 2%, which was slightly subthreshold for CFS and 70% above threshold for JCM (Table 1 ). Figure 3 shows that the +R-L test (squares) must now be set to about twice the contrast of the rightward-moving test grating (crosses) to be equally 1 who showed that components moving only in one direction appear to affect the threshold. However, at contrast levels only slightly higher, the differences between the left and right components largely determines the threshold (Fig. 2) .
Although the mask is near threshold, it still strongly facilitates detection of the +R-L signal, as shown by the fact that the masking effect TR-L/To is considerably less than 1.0 (Table  1) . The results suggest that this facilitation is largely due to the fact that the +R-L test produces an increment in the rightward-moving mask component. 
Counterphase Masking at Higher Spatial Frequencies
Measurements similar to those of the first experiment were done at a relatively high spatial frequency of 6 cycles/deg and at 2.2 cycles/deg, midway between 0.8 and 6 cycles/deg on a logarithmic scale. Table 2 shows masking effects at 2.2 cycles/deg and 10 Hz for observer CFS and 20 Hz for CFS and JCM. All masks are well above threshold. The mask slightly increases the visibility of the +R-L counterphase test signal while slightly reducing the visibility of the +R+L and -R-L signals. The differential masking effect, SID, at 20 Hz is 2-3-fold ( Table   Table 3 2) and is substantially reduced from the 9-16-fold effect observed at 0.8 cycle/deg and 20 Hz (Table 1 ).
The results in Table 3 show that the differential masking effect for +R-L versus +R+L and -R-L test signals is further reduced at 6 cycles/deg. The former signal is only slightly more visible than the latter, and thus the SID ratio is only slightly greater than 1.0. The masks were 4-5 times threshold, as determined by the method of adjustment, yet they appeared to have rather high contrast.
In summary, the results with counterphase patterns show that observers are highly sensitive to the differences between the contrast of suprathreshold left-and right-moving components when the components are of low spatial frequency and moderately high temporal frequency. At a relatively high spatial frequency of 6 cycles/deg the enhanced sensitivity to the difference between the left-and right-moving components essentially disappears.
B. Masking by Moving Gratings: Evidence against Unidirectional Motion Mechanisms at High Contrast
The previous results show that, for low spatial and high temporal frequencies, there are mechanisms that are highly sensitive to the difference between the contrast of rightwardand leftward-moving components. Unidirectional mechanisms sensitive to only leftward or rightward movement would be strongly stimulated by the counterphase mask, which consists of both rightward-and leftward-moving components. These mechanisms might be strongly desensitized by the mask pattern. Thus, in the first experiments, unidirectional mechanisms may have been desensitized so that only differential motion mechanisms were used to detect the +R-L test signal.
The next experiments examine whether sensitive unidirectional mechanisms also exist. If there are such mecha- nisms, a test grating moving in one direction may be little affected by a mask grating moving in the opposite direction.
High-Contrast Masking
The mask was a continuously presented grating of 0.8 cycle/ deg and 26% contrast that moved rightward at 20 Hz. The mask was well above threshold; the mask strength (MITo) was 29 and 49 for observer CFS and JCM, respectively.
The test pattern was also 0.8 cycle/deg and moved leftward or rightward at 10 or 20 Hz. The masked thresholds (T/TO) are shown in Fig. 4 . The horizontal axis specifies the test velocity, with plus and minus values representing rightward and leftward motion, respectively. The moving test patterns were presented for 1.0 sec with a square temporal envelope.
The lines are fitted through the 0-and 10-Hz data. The most important result is that tests that move leftward, opposite the mask, are strongly masked. The strong masking for both test directions presumably involves motion-selective mechanisms, for the same mask had little effect on the visibility of a stationary test pattern that linearly turned on and off with a gradual 2-sec triangular envelope, shown at 0 Hz. This pattern was used to stimulate sustained mechanisms selectively.
The masked threshold is only slightly greater than 1.0.
The dashed line in Fig. 4 shows that masking is partially velocity selective for the test patterns that move opposite the mask direction; masking increases with the test velocity and is maximal when the test moves at 20 Hz, as the mask rate, the test might be detected by the change in contrast, for the gratings are summed spatially and temporally in phase. The threshold was found to be about 0.10 of the mask contrast, in agreement with the expected 0.10-contrast-increment Weber fraction. The same pattern of results was obtained with observer CFS using a 0.8-cycle/deg 26%-contrast mask moving at 5 Hz with a 5-Hz test. When the test grating was added 90 deg out of phase to the mask (to minimize the contrast change), the masking increased more than fivefold.
The lower than expected masking for the 20-Hz rightward-moving test pattern in Fig. 4 is thus presumably due to the fact that the test was added in phase with the mask. If the test was added in a different phase or in random spatial phase with the mask, the masking would presumably become greater and rise toward the solid line in Fig. 4 . This would cause the masking to become more direction and velocity selective. Despite the limitations of phase coherence, the results demonstrate strong masking for test patterns moving in the direction opposite the mask direction. There are no sensitive unidirectional mechanisms for detecting these patterns since the rightward-moving mask has such a strong effect of elevating the threshold. 
DISCUSSION
A. Motion Mechanisms Sensitive to Opposite Directions
The results with rapidly flickering counterphase masks of low spatial frequency show that observers are highly sensitive to test patterns that produce a difference between rightwardand leftward-moving components. Observers are much less sensitive to simultaneous equivalent increments or decrements of both moving components of the counterphase masks.
The high sensitivity to differential motion is reduced when the modulation rate of the low-spatial-frequency patterns (0.8 cycle/deg) is reduced from 20 to 5 Hz or when the spatial frequency is raised from 0.8 to 6 cycles/deg. At 6 cycles/deg, the differential motion sensitivity is virtually absent. The studies reviewed in Section 1 show that direction-selective mechanisms detect fine patterns (6 cycles/deg and higher) that move at sufficient velocity, 2 3 and the direction of these patterns can be identified at threshold. 3 4 We observed little differential motion sensitivity at 6 cycles/deg. We hypothesize that the mechanisms tuned to these higher spatial frequencies may be relatively insensitive to the difference between rightward-and leftward-moving patterns, and thus there may be a basic difference in the nature of the motion-selective mechanisms tuned to low versus high spatial frequencies. Three objections, however, can be raised to this hypothesis. First, a sustained non-motion-selective mechanism might detect the fine test patterns on the assumption that the flickering counterphase mask reduces the sensitivity of the motion mechanisms below the sensitivity of the sustained mechanisms. However, the masks were only 4-5 times above threshold. Another possibility is that small eye movements comparable with the spatial period of the fine patterns may reduce the ability to detect +R-L test signals. This could be tested with image stabilization. A third possibility is that our experiments with 6-cycle/deg patterns did not extend to high enough velocities; however, there was little evidence for differential masking at 15 Hz. Use of significantly higher velocities would require rather high mask contrasts, for at 15 Hz the masks are as high as 25% contrast and, at this level, the masks are only about 4 times threshold.
Our second set of experiments shows that a high-contrast drifting grating of 0.8 cycle/deg strongly masks test patterns drifting in either direction, although the masking is partially direction selective. Little masking occurred when the test pattern was stationary. Movement-selective mechanisms thus appear to detect the moving test patterns, and these mechanisms are strongly affected by both directions of motion. The mechanisms are not unidirectional in that motion in opposite directions strongly affects the mechanisms. The results thus show that sensitive unidirectional mechanisms for detecting rapid motion in the direction oppposite the mask do not exist.
Adaptation studies also support the conclusion that motion analyzers are not unidirectional. A moving adapting grating may selectively elevate the threshold of a subsequently viewed test grating that moves in the same direction. However, the threshold for a pattern moving in the opposite direction is also typically elevated, although to a lesser degree.1 0 -' 2 The threshold elevation for both test directions indicates that the mechanisms are partially responsive to both directions of motion.
Thus, at suprathreshold levels, motion mechanisms sensitive to low spatial and high temporal frequencies are strongly affected by opposite directions of motion. However, the threshold measurements of Levinson and Sekulerl and the present results obtained with near-threshold backgrounds (Fig. 3) show that, at very low contrast, information about rightward and leftward motion may be processed quite independently.
B. Opponent-Motion Mechanisms
In this section we describe how the main results for high temporal and low spatial frequency may be explained by an opponent mechanism that is excited by motion in the preferred direction and inhibited by motion in the opposite direction. The main results are summarized in Fig. 6 . Table 1 and Figs. 2 and 3 ) and 2.2 cycle/deg and 10 and 20 Hz (from Table 2 ). The initial dip may be explained by a detection mechanism with a positively accelerated transducer function. 4 "l As contrast is gradually increased, fixed contrast increments produce proportionally greater output. When contrast is raised above this accelerated region, the transducer function bends in the opposite direction and becomes compressive.14"1 5 Thus weak masks will cause the mechanism to operate along the steep, sensitive part of the function, and facilitation will result, whereas strong masks will cause a compressive nonlinearity, and the threshold will rise.
The results suggest that, at low contrast along the initial dip, leftward and rightward motion are detected independently. In Fig. 6 , the results are quite similar in this initial region. The results are quite different at higher contrasts along the rising part of the curves.
Opponent-motion mechanisms that are inhibited by motion in the nonpreferred direction may explain these higher-contrast results. Three aspects of the results will be considered. First, there is strong masking for a rightward-moving test added to a similar high-contrast mask. The strong-rightward-moving mask may push the response up on the lesssensitive compressive portion of the transducer function. Second, adding an equivalent leftward-moving mask to the rightward-moving mask changes the mask to a counterphase pattern. This added leftward mask may produce inhibition, thus lowering the response to a more sensitive region of the transducer function. This would make the mechanism highly sensitive to the +R-L test signal, as in Fig. 6(b) . Inhibition may also explain a third aspect of the results: the low sensitivity to a simple contrast change of the counterphase pattern. The test pattern is relatively ineffective, as it contains both rightward and leftward motion and thus produces responses that partially cancel because of inhibition.
Analogs of these inhibitory effects are found in color vision. Detection of a colored test pattern can be facilitated by adding a widely different colored adapting field to the original field. 16 The field addend presumably produces an inhibitory response in an opponent color mechanism, thus placing the mechanism on a more sensitive part of its transducer function. 7 Similarly, adding a leftward-moving mask to a rightward mask produces inhibition and facilitates detection of test movement. In addition to these cancellation effects involving the adapting fields or masks, there are cancellation effects involving the test patterns. Superimposing red and green test flashes may make the combined flash less detectable than either flash by itself. 18 Similarly, adding a leftward-moving test to a rightward test (on a counterphase background) may produce a large decrease in sensitivity. As in color vision, opponent mechanisms may serve to magnify sensitivity to small stimulus differences.
The concept of an opponent-motion mechanism has been proposed by Nakayama and his colleagues19 20 to explain certain features, such as motion hyperacuity and detection of shear in optical flow. The existence of opponent-motion mechanisms is further supported by Levinson and Sekuler, 2 1 who observed that the direction-selective adaptation produced by a rightward-moving pattern (1.75 cycles/deg and 7.9 Hz) was reduced by simultaneous presentation of a leftwardmoving pattern. They hypothesized that motion in the nonpreferred direction produces inhibition. Electrophysiological studies of motion detectors in the retina of the pigeon, 22 the rabbit, 23 and the ground squirrel 24 25 demonstrate that the receptive-field center is excited by motion in the preferred direction and is inhibited by motion in the opposite direction. Two spots moving in these opposite directions may produce response cancellation. 2 2 24 Direction-selective simple and complex cells in the cat's striate cortex frequently manifest facilitation for motion in the preferred direction 2 6 27 and inhibition for motion in the opposite direction. 2 response to counterphase gratings. However, many variants of Reichardt's model are possible. Instead of the nonlinear autocorrelation, it is possible to have a linear-velocity-tuned mechanism followed by a rectification (so that the response to light and dark bars is the same). Instead of a feedforward-difference operation, it is possible to have a feedbackdifference operation. Any model, however, must be modified to take into account the findings that, at low mask contrasts, the system is sensitive to unidirectional velocities rather than to differential velocities. This modification can be accomplished by having a threshold element suppress an opposite velocity of low contrast. A second constraint that our data places on any model is the requirement that the model be compatible with Weber's law, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
